Abstract. We propose a model for a measurement of a quantum state by a large system that selects stochastically the different eigenstates with appropriate quantum weights. Instead of trying to formulate a modified Schrödinger equation or an explicit modified Hamiltonian to introduce transition to classical stochasticity, we propose the use of images in the measuring device, and random walks in Hilbert space with first passage stopping rules, which seem intuitively simple, as quantum weights and related stochasticity is a commonality that must be preserved under the widest range of applications, independent of the measured quantity and the specific properties of the measuring device.
Introduction
In recent years there has been renewed interest (reviews in [1, 2] ) in the measurement process in quantum mechanics, which has remained an enigmatic characteristic of quantum theory since Bohr and the Copenhagen interpretation [3, 4] . Some people have even seen in the confusion a fuzzy mixing of ontology and epistemology, and the role of consciousness, which continues to be debated [5] . Intriguing many-world interpretations with bifurcating realities have also been suggested (many original papers in [6] ).
Quantitative attempts of forming models for transitions to collapsed states on measurement in specific systems have been made in recent years [7, 8, 9] . Adler, Brun et al. [9] have also studied the fluctuations associated with such transitions.
In this work we present a general method of picturing the transition from mixed states to eigenstates as first passage walks in Hilbert space. This model also includes a preparation stage where the system and the detector form a virtual superposed quantum bound state before the walk begins.
Small System coupling to Large Measuring Device
Though physical laws are all expected to be based on quantum principles, the full quantum picture is clear and usable only for small systems, such as the interaction among a small number of particles. When a large number of particles are involved, approximations become inevitable. Even in quantum field theory one often has to resort to approximate effective interactions to simulate contributions of the sum of large diagrams involving many propagators and loops, losing in the process some vital components of the quantum theory such as unitarity, and making perturbative convergence suspect.
In a measuring device there will in general be a large number of subsystems which can directly or indirectly couple to the attribute of the small system which is to be measured and they will in turn couple to large macroscopic recording devices whose states indicating the different values of the measured quantity are macroscopically so different with such huge energy barriers in the transition paths that it is not possible to tunnel from one such state to another in a realistic time limit, so that we do not expect quantum superpositions of the states of the recording device after measurement is completed. However, during the process of measurement the microsystem components of the device (D) coupling to the measured microsystem (S) may be in states of superposition of eigenstates. We shall now assume that D and S couple in a way to form a virtual bound pair, the D state being an image of the S state in the following sense:
has the image
We are here appealing to a comparison with the creation of a conjugate image charge in a grounded neutral conductor, which has a sea of charges of both kinds available. When a free charge approaches it, there is an induction of the image charge, which may be a manifestation of a re-arranged charge distribution on the conductor, and not of any particular real charge on the conductor. So |ψ D may be the effective microstate resulting from the combination of a large number of micro subsystem components of the device. Hence, the image states are not exact clones of the micro-system's states, though they correspond on a one-to-one basis. As different effective unitary operations may apply to form images for different microstates, the "no-cloning theorem" is not applicable here. In a later work [10] we intend to study and demonstrate the formation of such conjugate images of quantum states more carefully and thoroughly.
We also assume these subsystems are coupled to the macroscopic recording part of the device (R) in such a way that when they act in unison they can change the macroscopic state of R to indicate one of the eigenvalues of S. The image state of D and the recording state of R may be degenerate states of the corresponding multi-component meso or macro systems corresponding to unique eigenvalues of S.
In forming the virtual S-D bound system, if conservation rules demand, excess values of the measured attribute and intrinsically related quantities may pass on to other subsystems of R, or to the environment, in the same way as the excess charge from a grounded conductor passes to the ground after the formation of the image.
The S-D coupled system may be represented by
First Passage Transition to Eigenstates of a Qubit
We now propose that the complicated quantum interactions of the macroscopic D-R complex and S can be represented by a random walk in Hilbert space of the (SD) coupled system with active transfers among the microstate-image pair diagonal terms in Eq. 3, with the off-diagonal terms, required by unitarity, which are uncoupled free spectator components adjusting their coefficients passively to conserve unitarity. When the coupled system finally reaches a particular eigenstate pair, all such off-diagonal terms vanish. We do not intend to construct a model of explicit unitary transformations which would lead to such a scenario. But it is possible to show easily that a sequence of simple unitary rotations in Hilbert space through a uniform stepping angle of random sign cannot achieve the right probabilities even in the case of a qubit, i.e. a spin-1/2 object. It is probably unrealistic to expect that the micro-transitions leading eventually to a complete collapse to an eigenstate is expressible in terms of a calculable sequence of operations. Indeed each successive operation may be drastically different from its predecessor. Brownian motion [1, 11, 12, 13, 14] may be the most simplified model for such a sequence.
We approach the transition as a first passage problem [15] , where, on reaching an eigenstate, which forms a bounding wall in the Hilbert space, the evolution of the system stops, the recorder shows the eigenvalue, and that eigenstate of S continues until further measurement. In game theory language it can also be described as a winner-takes-all game with the players (the competing eigenstates) betting against one another in pairs by random turns, with an equal small 1 : 1 stake (the interaction) at each turn, and players eliminated one by one on going bankrupt till the eventual winner emerges. An incomplete game would indicate a quantum mixed final state, which may be the case when the recorder's state is coupled to such a mixture.
For the measurement of a qubit
our model yields the compound (SD) state (omitting passive cross-terms):
We locate this initial state as the point (x 0 , y 0 ) = (|a 0 | 2 , |a 1 | 2 ) in a two-dimensional Hilbert space. We may anticipate x + y = 1 here, and eliminate one co-ordinate, but later we shall keep the co-ordinates free till the last stage of the calculation.
So we have a random diffusion of the probability concentration from x 0 to x = 0 (pure eigenstate |1 ) and to x = 1 (pure eigenstate |0 ).
With the diffusion equation
where the diffusion constant D is related to an effective strength of interaction or a length of the walk, and t is a continuous variable representing the sequence index of small discrete operations, which may be proportional to real time. In Fig. 1 we give a diagram of the process. We should, however, not interpret it as a Feynman-type graph, and should also remember that the cross-terms also change with every step passively to maintain unitarity.
Since we shall have to sum over all possible step numbers, and equivalently integrate over all t, it is more convenient to work with the Laplace transform of c, with the transformed equation
s being the Laplace conjugate of t.
The initial c(x, 0) is the delta function δ(x − x 0 ) when the diffusion (walk) begins. We also have the boundary conditionsc = 0 at the two absorbing walls x = 0, 1, where the first passage walks stop. Hence the solution is the normalized Green's functioñ
. . . with x < = min(x, x 0 ) and x > = max(x, x 0 ). The probability of passage to the walls (the eigenstates) is given by the space derivatives with s → 0.
in conformity with quantum mechanics.
Hilbert Spaces of dim >2
It is also possible to arrive at the above results using the two variables x and y at all stages independently, and then finally constraining them by the normalization condition x + y = 1. This provides a general procedure for an n-eigenvalue situation, for arbitrary n. We shall illustrate the method for n = 3, with the initial (SD) state
where we have labeled the three eigenvectors in an arbitrary sequence, and as before we indicate the position of the initial vector by (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ), and calculate the probabilities of transitions to x = 1, y = 1 and z = 1. 2 shows the triangle in which the co-ordinates are constrained, but for a symmetric calculation in all three co-ordinates we shall impose the normalization relation at the end. The diffusion equation is now
with the boundary condition
which indicates zero diffusion out of the sides of the triangle of Fig. 2 . In game theory terms reaching x i = 0 eliminates i from the rest of the game.
Instead of using a Dirac delta function, we can normalize more simply and with full symmetry in the co-ordinates by demanding that at the source
With symmetry among the co-ordinates, and hence the same velocity of the walk (denoted by the parameter k below) we finally get
with A given by normalization
and
This gives
which is a postulate in quantum theory. For higher dimensions the procedure seems to be easily extensible, with higher dimensional complexes in Hilbert space providing the arena for the first passage diffusion. In each case we would need the same boundary constraint for zero diffusion when a co-ordinate goes to zero. The walk then proceeds in a lower dimensional complex, till a vertex is reached.
Conclusions
We believe the picture presented above is a simple, effective one for understanding the process of collapse of superposed states to eigenstates. One can also calculate the average time required for the completion of the process trivially from the first passage equations, and it would depend on the parameter D used as the diffusion coefficient, which would vary according to the process steps, as it would involve the details of the coupling between the measuring device and the measured microsystem.
The question of nonlocality for the measurement of entangled states of spatially separated systems is an interesting one. In this picture, and most others, the spatial separation has to be ignored when entangled systems are considered, and the states can then be processed in Hilbert space together with the corresponding measuring devices.
The randomness used here is not an inherent property of nature cited in conventional quantum theory, but is simply the apparently unpredictable outcome of each of the steps representing the interaction between an extremely large number of quantum components, not only in the device itself, but also of the possibly cryptoentangled systems located elsewhere spatially.
